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The   positive   region   that   lies   above   the   plane   of   F2TO   (T=C  and   Si)  
interacts  with  malonaldehyde  (MDA)  which  contains  an  intramolecular  
H-­bond.   The   T   atom   of   F2TO   can   lie   either   in   the   MDA   molecular  
plane,  forming  a  T···O  tetrel  bond,  or  F2TO  can  stack  directly  above  
MDA   in   a  parallel  arrangement.  The   former  structure   is  more  stable  
than  the  latter,  and  in  either  case,  F2SiO  engages  in  a  much  stronger  
interaction  than  does  F2CO,  reaching  up  to  nearly  200  kJ/mol.  The  π-­
tetrel   bond  strengthens/weakens   the  MDA  H-­bond  when   the   bond   is  
formed   to   the   hydroxyl/carbonyl   group   of   MDA,   and   causes   an  
accompanying   inhibition/promotion   of   proton   transfer   within   this   H-­
bond;;   this   effect   is   stronger   for   F2SiO.   These   same   aspects   can   be  
tuned  by  substituents  placed  on  any  of  the  C  atoms  of  MDA,  although  
their   effects   are   not   fully   correlated  with   the   electron-­withdrawing   or  
releasing  properties  of  the  substituent.  A  new  sort  of  π-­π  tetrel  bond  
occurs   when   the   π-­hole   on   the   T   atom   of   F2TO   approaches   the  
middle  carbon  atom  of  MDA  from  above,  and  a  similar  configuration  is  
also  found  between  F2TO  and  benzene.  
 
1.  Introduction  
Since   it   participates   extensively   in   H-­bonding   and   tunneling,  
two   very   important   phenomena   in   chemical   and   biological  
systems,[1-­5]   the   literature   is   replete  with   investigations   of  proton  
transfer.[1-­10]  The  proton  is  often  used  as  a  promoter  and  mediator  
in  chemical  reactions.[3]  Also,  the  proton  can  transfer  into  and  out  
of   proteins,   which   is   important   both   for   many   enzyme   reaction  
mechanisms   and   proton   pumping   across   membranes.[6]   Proton  
transfer   reaction   can   be   regulated   by   solvent   polarity.[7,8]   For  
example,   pyrrole-­2-­carboxyldehyde   undergoes   excited   state  
intramolecular   proton   transfer   in   hydrocarbon   solvent   but  
intermolecular  proton  transfer  in  hydroxylic  polar  solvent.[7]  
Proton  transfers  are  typically  closely  related  to  the  strength  of  
the  H-­bond  in  which  they  are  involved,  which  can  be  enhanced  or  
weakened   by   substituent[11]   and   cooperative   effects.[12-­21]   An  
intramolecular   H-­bond   was   observed,   for   example,   in   2-­
aminoethanol   by   infrared   spectroscopy   and   non-­covalent  
interaction   analysis   and   it   becomes   stronger   when   electron-­
withdrawing   groups   adjoin   with   the   OH   carbon.[11]   It   was  
demonstrated   that   cooperative   effects   can   occur   between   a   H-­
bond   and   other   types   of   noncovalent   interactions,[12-­21]   among  
which   the   beryllium   bond   has   a   prominent   effect,   and   leads   to  
proton   transfer.[12]   However,   Be-­containing  molecules   are   highly  
toxic,   so   complicate   its   use   to   regulate   proton   transfer   in  
experimental   situations.   It   was   known   that   the   low-­barrier  
hydrogen   bond   (LBHB)[22-­24]   is   favorable   for   proton   transfer   and  
plays   an   important   role   in   enzymatic   catalysis[23]   and  
crystallography.[24]  
The  tetrel  bond  refers  to  an  intermolecular  interaction  between  
a   Group   IV   atom   and   an   electron   donor,   and   has   witnessed  
rapidly  expanding  recent  study.  It  has  properties  akin  to  hydrogen  
and   halogen   bonds   in   crystal   materials,[25-­27]   chemical  
reactions,[28,29]   and   molecular   recognition,[30,31]   amongst   many  
others.[32-­39]   As   in  H-­bonds   and   related  noncovalent   interactions,  
the   electron   donors   in   tetrel   bonds   are   also   drawn   from   lone-­
pairs,   π   systems,[40]   metal   hydrides,[41]   radicals,[42]   and  
carbenes.[43,44]   In   addition,   the   tetrel   bond   exhibits   cooperative  
effects   with   other   interactions.[45-­52]   For   instance,   the   tetrel   and  
hydrogen   bonds   show   positive   cooperativity   in  
F2TO···NCH···NCH   (T   =   C   and   Si),   although   two   tetrel   bonds  
interact   negatively   in   HCN···F2TO···NCH.[45]   In   contrast   to  
numerous  similarities,  the  tetrel  bond  can  behave  differently  than  
the   halogen   bond   in   certain   respects.   As   an  example,   the   tetrel  
bond   strengthens   as   the   tetrel   atom  grows   larger   if   it   combines  
with  a  weak  electron  donor.[42]  However,  it  becomes  stronger  in  a  
different  order:  C  <  Ge  <  Sn  <  Si,  when  N-­heterocyclic  carbenes  
act   as   electron   donors.[43]   Importantly,   F2SiO   can   form   a   strong  
tetrel   bond   with   strength   comparable   to   a   beryllium   bond.[48]   At  
this   juncture,   the   mutual   effects   of   a   tetrel   bond   with   an  
intramolecular  H-­bond  have  seen  little  examination.  
As  another   issue,  most   tetrel  bonds  to  this  point  are  of   the  σ-­
type,   wherein   the   electron   donor   approaches   directly   opposite  
one  of  the  covalent  bonds  of  the  tetrel  atom.    There  are  relatively  
less   known   π-­arrangements   where   the   donor   is   situated   above  
the  plane  of  the  tetrel-­containing  molecule.  There  has  been  even  
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less   study   of   the   case   where   the   two   planar   molecules   are  
stacked  above  one  another  so  as  to  form  a  tetrel  bond,  although  
this   is   a   common   arrangement   in   the   general   case.[53-­55]   For  
example,   Zhao   and   Zhang   performed   an   energy   decomposition  
analysis   for   the   π-­π   stacking   in   benzene   dimer   and   found   that  
orbital   interaction   provides   additional   considerable   contribution  
besides   electrostatic   and   dispersion   energies.[55]   There   appears  
to  be  a  distance  dependence  of  substituent  effects  on  parallel  π-­π  
stacking   interactions,[56]   which   is   in   agreement   with   the   Hunter–
Sanders   model.[57]   A   combination   of   π-­π   stacking   and   other  
interactions   might   be   utilized   to   prepare   self-­assembled  
nanostructures[58]  and  to  capture  carbon  dioxide.[59]  However,  π-­π  
stacking   involving   F2TO   (T=tetrel),   with   its   potential   tetrel   bond,  
has  not  to  our  knowledge  been  studied  thus  far.    
In   the   present   study,   malonaldehyde   (MDA)   was   taken   as   a  
prototypical   molecule   containing   an   internal   H-­bond,   with   the  
potential   of   proton   transfer   within.      MDA   is   a   product   of  
polyunsaturated   fatty   acid   peroxidation,   usually   regarded   as   a  
marker   of   oxidative   stress   and   antioxidant   status   in   cancer  
cells.[60,61]  MDA   is  mainly  used  as  a  pharmaceutical   intermediate  
and   a   raw   material   for   photosensitive   pigments.   Thus   its  
structures   and   properties   have   been   investigated   and   received  
additional   consideration.[60-­66]   MDA   was   allowed   to   interact   with  
F2TO   (T=C   and   Si)   so   as   to   examine   the   nature   of   any   tetrel  
bonds   that   might   be   formed,   and   how   such   interactions   might  
influence  the  internal  H-­bond  and  proton  transfer.  It  is  notable  that  
any  tetrel  bonds  that  might  be  formed  by  F2TO  would  involve  the  
positive   region   above   the  plane   of   this  molecule,   a   so-­called  π-­
hole,   rather   than   the   more   typical   σ-­hole   which   by   definition   is  
located  directly  opposite  a  T-­R  covalent  bond.    When  interacting  
with   MDA,   the   F2TO   can   lie   in   the   plane   of   MDA   or   can   stack  
directly  above  it  in  a  parallel  arrangement.  These  two  geometries,  
with   very   different   sorts   of   bonding,   and   with   potentially   very  
different   effects   upon   the   internal   H-­bond   of   MDA,   can   thus   be  
directly  compared  with  one  another.  By  examining  both  F2CO  and  
F2SiO,  it  is  possible  to  extract  information  about  how  the  C  and  Si  
atoms   compare   with   one   another   in   this   context.   One   can   also  
derive  insights  about  the  relative  strengths  and  properties  of  tetrel  
bonds   vs   the  H-­bonds   that   can   occur   between  MDA  and  F2TO,  
and  how  these  two  types  of  interactions  might  affect  one  another.  
As  an  additional  issue,  various  substituents  were  placed  on  MDA,  
in  different  positions,  so  as  to  further  influence  the  tetrel  bond  and  
its  capability  to  influence  the  proton  transfer  process.  
2.  Theoretical  Methods  
Monomers,  dimer,  and  trimers  were  optimized  at  the  MP2  level  in  
the   framework   of   the   aug-­cc-­pVTZ   basis   set.   Frequency  
calculations  were  carried  out  at   the  same   level   to  verify   that   the  
optimized   structures   are   true   minima   on   the   potential   energy  
surface.   Interaction   energies   were   calculated   using   the  
supermolecular   approach,   in   which   the  monomer   geometries   in  
the   complexes   were   used,   and   corrected   for   the   basis   set  
superposition   error   (BSSE)   using   the   counterpoise   method   of  
Boys   and   Bernardi.[67]   All   calculations   were   performed   with   the  
Gaussian09  program.[68]  
Molecular   electrostatic   potentials   (MEPs)   on   the   0.001   au  
isodensity  surface  were  calculated  at  the  MP2/aug-­cc-­pVDZ  level  
using   the   wave   function   analysis−surface   analysis   suite   (WFA-­
SAS)  program.[69]  Topological  analyses  were  performed  using  the  
atoms  in  molecules  (AIM)  methodology  at   the  MP2/aug-­cc-­pVDZ  
level.   AIM   2000   software[70]   was   used   to   calculate   electron  
densities,  Laplacians,  and  energy  densities  at  bond  critical  points.  
The   second-­order   perturbation   energy   was   obtained   at   the  
HF/aug-­cc-­pVTZ   level   via   the   natural   bond   orbital   (NBO)  
method[71]  implemented  in  Gaussian09.  Interaction  energies  were  
decomposed  using   the  LMOEDA  method[72]  at   the  same   level  by  
the  GAMESS  program.[73]  Non-­covalent  interaction  (NCI)  analysis  
was   performed   using   the   Multiwfn   program[74]   and   the   related  
plots  were  graphed  using  the  VMD  program.[75]  
3.  Results  and  Discussion  
3.1.  Coplanar  Tetrel-­Bonded  Complexes  
Malondialdehyde  (MDA),  which  is  often  taken  as  a  model  to  study  
intramolecular  proton  transfer,[12]  exists  mainly  in  its  enol  form  and  
the  cis-­isomer  is  favored  in  organic  solvents.  F2TO  (T  =C  and  Si)  
was  added  to  MDA  to  examine  the  nature  of   the   interaction,  and  
how   it   might   affect   this   transfer.   By   its   nature,   F2TO   contains  
several  sites  that  can  act  as  either  electron  donor  or  acceptor  with  
MDA.  The  electrostatic  potential  surrounding  MDA  is  exhibited  in  
Figure   1,   where   negative   (blue)   regions   surround   the   two   O  
atoms.   These   atoms   are   thus   prime   candidates   to   engage   in   a  
tetrel  bond  with  the  positive  π-­hole  on  the  T  atom  of  F2TO.    The  
latter  appears  as  the  red  region  above  the  T  atoms  of  F2CO  and  
F2SiO   in   Figure   1.      The   values   of   the  maxima   are   rather   large,  
219.8  for  F2CO  and  twice  as  large  in  its  Si  analogue,  so  these  are  
indeed  prime  candidates  for  formation  of  tetrel  bonds.    And  in  fact,  
such   tetrel-­bonded   structures   represent   minima   on   the   potential  
energy   surface,   as   shown   in   Figure   2,   which   also   contains   the  
interaction  energy  of  each  complex   in  parentheses.  Owing  to  the  
positive   (red)   areas   that   surround   the  CH  protons  of  MDA,   they  
are  capable  of  engaging   in  CH···O  H-­bonds  with  the  O  atoms  of  
F2TO.   Those   geometries   in   which   such   H-­bonds,   generally  
bifurcated,  are  the  primary  feature  are  displayed  in  Figure  S1.    
The  π-­hole  on  the  T  atom  of  F2TO  may  interact  with  either  the  
hydroxyl  or  carbonyl  O  atom  of  MDA,  designated  by  the  a  and  b  
labels,   respectively.      Moreover,   the   CH   of   MDA   may   approach  
either  the  O  or  an  F  atom  of  F2TO,  designated  respectively  as  1  
and   2.   The   H-­bonds   in   the   former   mode   are   generally   shorter,  
2.226-­2.531   Å   vs   2.706-­3.163   Å   for   the   latter.   In   fact,   the  
characterization  of   these  CH···F   interactions  as  a  true  H-­bond  is  
dubious,   as   witness   the   absence   of   a   corresponding   BCP   in  
Figure  S2.    
As   Figure   1   confirms   the   more   negative   potential   on   the  
carbonyl   vs   the   hydroxyl  O   of  MDA,   it   is   not   surprising   that   the  
former  forms  a  stronger  tetrel  bond  with  F2TO  than  does  the  latter.  
This   differential   is   reflected   by   the   shorter   C···O   distances,   the  
more  negative  interaction  energy,  and  the   larger  electron  density  
at   the   C···O   BCP   in   the   C-­b   complexes.   The   importance   of  
electrostatic  energy  to  the  relative  stabilities  of  TB-­C-­a  and  TB-­C-­
b   is   also   confirmed   by   the   energy   decomposition   which   is  
contained   in   Table   1.   Replacement   of   C   by   Si   removes   the  
minima   where   the   F2SiO   approaches   the   hydroxyl   O   of   MDA,  
leaving  only  TB-­Si-­a-­1  and  TB-­Si-­a-­2.  The  former   is  more  stable  
in  part  due  to  the  presence  of  the  CH···O  H-­bond.  
In   terms   of   interaction   energies,   the  Si   complexes   are  many  
times   stronger   than   their  C-­analogues.  While   the   latter   is   in   the  
13-­22   kJ/mol   range,   those   involving   Si   approach   200   kJ/mol.  
Some  insights   into  the  relative  stabilities  of  these  minima  can  be  
gleaned  from  the  energy  components  in  Table  1.  In  all  cases,  the  
electrostatic   and   exchange   energies   are   similar   in   magnitude,  
with   the   latter   slightly   larger.   Polarization   energy   is   smaller,  
especially   for   the   C   series,   where   it   is   comparable   to   the  
dispersion   attraction.   All   of   these   terms   are   very   substantially  
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magnified   for   the   Si   complexes.   It   is   interesting   that   the  
decomposition   scheme   provides   positive   dispersion   energy   for  
the   latter   pair,   a   counterintuitive   result.   This   is   due   to   the  
differences   in   the   intra-­  and   intermolecular  correlation  energy  on  
going  from  noninteracting  to  interacting  molecules.[73]  
The   formation   of   these   complexes   has   a   significant   effect  
upon   the   intramolecular   structure   of   MDA,   and   in   particular   its  
internal  H-­bond.   r(OH)   is  stretched  a  small  amount  when  the  C-­
tetrel   bond   is   formed   with   the   hydroxyl   O,   and   the   R(H···O)   H-­
bond   shortened.   These   changes   can   be   described   as   a   partial  
proton   transfer.   The   opposite   perturbations,   characteristic   of   a  
less   transferred   proton,   occur  when   the   tetrel  bond   involves   the  
carbonyl  O,  whether   F2CO  or   F2SiO,   although   these  effects   are  
magnified   for   the   latter.   It   was   earlier   observed   that   BeF2   also  
promotes  the  proton  transfer  in  MDA.[12]  
3.2.  π-­π  Parallel  Structures  
A  face-­to-­face  parallel  π-­π  structure  emerges  when  the  π-­hole  on  
the  T  atom  of  F2TO  approaches  the  central  carbon  atom  of  MDA  
from  above,  much  like  π-­π  interactions   in  aromatic  systems.[54-­56]  
There  have  been  no  prior   reports  of   these  sorts  of   tetrel  bonds,  
diagrammed  at   the  bottom  of  Figure  2,   to  our  knowledge.     As   in  
the   case   of   the   coplanar   geometries,   F2SiO   forms   a   much  
stronger   π-­π   tetrel   bond   than   does   F2CO,   by   a   factor   of   11.  
Indeed,  the  interaction  energy  in  TB-­Si-­c  of  -­113.0  kJ/mol  is  quite  
a  bit  larger  than  those  in  stacked  π-­π  aromatic  systems.[55]  On  the  
other   hand,   these   π   tetrel   bonds   are   a   bit   weaker   than   their  
coplanar   analogues,   roughly   50-­60%.   The   bulk   of   this   relative  
weakness  derives  from  a  diminution  of  the  electrostatic  attraction,  
as  revealed  by  Table  1.  This  distinction  is  not  surprising  in  view  of  
the   near   absence   of   a   negative   region   above   the   plane   of   the  
MDA   molecule   in   Figure   1,   with   which   the   F2TO   π-­hole   can  
interact.  The  large  dispersion  energy  in  TB-­C-­c  is  similar  to  that  in  
π-­π  interactions  in  aromatic  systems.[55]  
With  regard  to  how  these  sorts  of  interactions  might  affect  the  
intramolecular  HB  of  MDA,   the  geometric  aspects  of  TB-­C-­c  are  
virtually   unchanged   from   the   monomer.   In   the   Si   analogue,  
however,   there   is  a  certain  degree  of  proton   transfer,  with  r(OH)  
stretching  by  some  0.02  Å,  and  a  0.07  Å  reduction  of  the  R(H···O)  
distance.  
As   indicated   above,   the   high   positive   charge   on   the   CH  
protons   is   favorable   for   formation   of   coplanar   fully   H-­bonded  
structures,   illustrated   in  Figure  S1.  The  most  positive  of   these  is  
associated   with   the   CH   closest   to   the   -­OH   group,   which   helps  
explain   the   greater   stability   of   HB-­C-­a   and   HB-­Si-­a   vs   HB-­C-­b  
and   HB-­Si-­b.      It   might   also   be   noted   that   F2SiO   engages   in  
stronger   HBs   than   does   F2CO,   consistent   with   the   lesser  
electronegativity   of   Si.   Nevertheless,   these   H-­bonded   Si  
complexes  are  far   less  stable   than   the   tetrel-­bonded  dimers;;   the  
same  is  true  in  the  C-­analogues,  but  the  margin  is  much  smaller.  
It   is   instructive   to   compare   the   π-­π   tetrel   bonds   formed   by  
F2TO  with  MDA  and  with   benzene.   It   is  apparent   from  Figure  3  
that   whereas   benzene   forms   a   stronger   stacked   complex   with  
F2CO  than  does  MDA,  the  reverse  is  true  for  F2SiO  which  is  much  
more  strongly  attracted  to  MDA  than  to  benzene.    With  regard  to  
energy  components,  Table  1  shows  that  they  are  quite  similar  for  
F2CO/MDA  and  F2CO/benzene,  except   for  a  bit  more  dispersion  
attraction   in   the   latter,   which   accounts   for   its   greater   stability.    
Their  stability  arises   from  nearly  equal  measures  of  electrostatic  
and   dispersion   forces.      The  Si   analogues   show  a  much   greater  
discrepancy   between   MDA   and   benzene,   with   all   components  
larger   for   the   former.      The   largest   component   appears   to   be  
polarization,  followed  closely  by  electrostatics.  
There   is   the   question   of   categorizing   the   interaction   in   this  
parallel   orientation.      Would   it   be   best   termed   a   stacked   π-­π  
interaction  as  might  occur  for  example   in  benzene  dimer,  or   is   it  
better   described   as   a   tetrel   bond?      In   the   case   of   F2CO,   the  
electrostatic   term   is   slightly   exceeded   by   dispersion,   both   of  
which   dwarf   the   polarization   energy.      The   large   contribution   of  
dispersion  might  suggest  a  π-­π  stacking  attraction.    The  situation  
is  quite  different   for  F2SiO,  however,  where  dispersion  attraction  
is   quite   small,   and   electrostatics   and   polarization   are   very   large  
contributors.      The   latter   distribution   is   consistent   with   tetrel   and  
similar   sorts   of   bonds.      In   terms   of   geometry   the   Si   atom   is  
situated   almost   directly   above   a   C   atom   of   MDA   or   benzene,  
rather  than  over  the  center  of   the  molecule  as  a  whole,  another  
indicator   that   the   interaction   is   not   of   standard   π-­π   type.      Note  
from   Figure   1   that   the   most   negative   point   above   the   MDA  
molecule  is  displaced  away  from  the  central  C  atom,  closer  to  the  
OH,   so   the   placement   of   the   F2SiO   is   not   dictated   purely   by  
electrostatic  issues.  
Another   perspective   may   be   gleaned   from   NCI   analysis   of  
these   complexes.      As  may   be   noted   from   Figure   S3,   all   of   the  
parallel   structures   contain   a   green   region   between   them,  
indicative   of   a   certain   degree   of   noncovalent   bonding.      On   the  
other   hand,   it   is   difficult   to   pin   down   which   pairs   of   atoms   are  
directly   interacting  with  one  another  due   to   the  diffuse  nature  of  
this   green   bonding   area.      A   better   means   to   examine   the   latter  
question   arises   from   AIM   analysis   of   the   electron   densities.    
Figure  S2  shows  that  the  stacked  complexes  do  indeed  contain  a  
bond  path  between   the   two  molecules.     The  density  at   the  bond  
critical  point   is   rather  small   for   the  F2CO  complex  TB-­C-­c,  0.009  
au.      Moreover,   the   path   does   not   terminate   on   the   C   atom   of  
F2CO,   but   rather   on   the   C=O   bond,   closer   to   the   O.      In   the  Si  
analogue   however,   the   path   unambiguously   connects   Si   to   the  
central  C   atom  of  MDA,  with   a   larger  magnitude   of   ρBCP=0.064,  
and  thus  constitutes  much  clearer  evidence  of  a  tetrel  bond.  Very  
similar   trends  are  apparent   in  the  benzene  analogues  pictured  in  
Figure  S4,  where  the  tetrel  bond  is  much  clearer   in  evidence  for  
F2SiO  than  for  F2CO.  
BZ-­C-­a   and   BZ-­C-­b   differ   by   the   orientation   of   the   F2CO,  
similar   to   BZ-­Si-­a   and   BZ-­Si-­b.      The   energetics   are   not   very  
sensitive  to  this  rotation.    In  a  related  observation  for  the  benzene  
homodimer,   the   interaction   energies   for   the   sandwich   and  
parallel-­displaced  configurations  are  estimated  to  be  1.8  (2.0)  and  
2.8  (2.7)  kcal/mol,  respectively.[76]   It   is   found  that  π-­π  tetrel  bond  
and  π-­π  stacking  are  comparable  in  strength  and  even  the  former  
is  a  little  stronger  than  the  latter.  Based  on  the  importance  of  π-­π  
stacking   in  crystal  materials,[77]  it   is  deduced  that  π-­π  tetrel  bond  
is  also  important  in  crystal  materials.    
3.3.  Dimer  of  the  Keto  Tautomer  
As  the  keto  form  of  MDA  is  energetically  viable,  its  complexes  
with   F2TO   were   also   examined.   As  may   be   seen   in   Figure   S5,  
there   are   three   main   interaction   modes.   A   tetrel   bond   is  
complemented   by   a   CH···O   interaction   to   one   of   the   two   CHO  
groups  of  MDA   in  modes  d  and  e  which  are  quite  similar   to  one  
another.  The  same  sorts  of   interactions  occur   in  mode   f,  except  
that   the   CH···O   H-­bond   involves   the   central   CH2   group.   The  
interaction  energies  of  d  and  e  are  20.2  kJ/mol  for  T=C,  and  much  
larger,   roughly   160   kJ/mol   for   T=Si.   These   quantities   are  
comparable  to  those  for  the  enol  tautomer.  
A  weak  internal  CH···O  interaction  is  present  in  the  keto  form  
of  MDA  monomer,  which  is  confirmed  by  a  low  and  narrow  spike  
in  Figure  S6.  In  the  complexes  with  F2CO,  the  tetrel  bond  makes  
the  CH···O  separation   in  MDA  longer  for  each  interaction  mode.  
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A  similar  effect   is  observed   in   the  e  mode  of  F2SiO  although   its  
effect   is   larger   than   that   of   F2CO.   However,   the   CH···O  
separation   in  MDA  is  shorter   in   the  d  and  f  modes  of  F2SiO,  and  
is   2.479   Å   in   TB-­Si-­f,   which   is   well   below   the   sum   of   the  
respective  vdW  radii   (~3.3  Å).  Even  so,   the  position  of   the  spike  
corresponding   to   the   CH···O   interaction   is   not   shifted   greatly  
(Figure   S6)   and   thus   the   strength   of   the   CH···O   interaction  
undergoes  a  small  enhancement  in  TB-­Si-­f.    
3.4.  Effects  of  Substituents  on  Intramolecular  Hydrogen  
Bond  
In  addition  to  external   influences,   the   intramolecular  HB  of  MDA  
can   also   be   tuned   by   the   presence   of   substituents.   Moreover,  
these  substituents  can  be  placed  either  on  the  central  C2  atom  or  
one   of   the   other   two   (C1   and   C3).      The   nitro   group   (NO2)   was  
chosen  as  a  highly  electron-­withdrawing  substituent  and  NH2  as  
its   opposite.   Each   of   these   substituents   was   placed   on   C1,   C2,  
and   C3,   as   illustrated   in   Figure   4,   and   the   geometry   fully  
optimized.  Black  numbers  in  Figure  4  refer  to  the  electron  density  
at   the   H···O   bond   critical   point,   while   atomic   charges   are  
indicated   in   blue.   The   second-­order   perturbation   energy   due   to  
the   LPO→σ*O-­H   orbital   interaction   in   MDA   and   its   derivatives   is  
given   in   Table   2.   These   energies   are   relatively   large   and   the  
largest   energy   is   392.1   kJ/mol   in   1-­NH2-­MDA.   This   is   mainly  
attributed  to  the  strong  and  short   intramolecular  H-­bond  in  these  
molecules,  evidenced  by  the  shortest  H···O  distance  (1.432  Å)  in  
1-­NH2-­MDA.    
Considering  the  nitro  group  first,  as  it  transitions  from  C1  to  C2  
to   C3,   ρBCP   undergoes   considerable   reduction,   suggesting   a  
progressive   weakening   of   the   H-­bond.   In   other   words,   the  
electron-­withdrawal  strengthens  the  proton-­donating  ability  of   the  
neighboring  OH  group  in  the  C1  position,  but  weakens  the  proton-­
accepting   power   of   the   carbonyl   O   when   NO2   is   situated   more  
closely   to   it   in   the   C3   position.   This   same   idea   explains   the  
lowering  positive  partial  charge  on  the  bridging  proton  as  the  nitro  
group  moves  from  site  to  site.  This  pattern  is  repeated  in  the  NBO  
LPO→σ*O-­H   values   of   E(2)   in   Table   2,   which   also   shows   a  
weakening   of   the   H-­bond   as   the   NO2   group  moves   from   left   to  
right.   These   trends   are   consistent   with   general   ideas   of   H-­
bonding.    
In  the  case  of  NH2,  however,  its  presence  near  the  OH  group  
strengthens  the  H-­bond,  and  also  makes  the  H  more  positive,   in  
spite  of  the  amino  group’s  electron-­releasing  functionality.  This  H-­
bond   enhancement   is   also   reflected   in   the   very   large  E(2)   for  1-­
NH2-­MDA  in  Table  2.  The  motion  of  this  substituent  to  C2  and  C3  
weakens   the   H-­bond,   but   there   is   little   difference   between   the  
latter   two  positions.  The  combined  placement  of  NO2  on  C1  and  
NH2  on  C3  yields  a  large  value  of  E(2),  although  still  less  than  that  
of  1-­NH2-­MDA,  which  represents  a  bit  of  an  anomaly.  
According  to  the  above  analysis  of  the  charge,  it  is  found  that  
its  change  is  sometimes  not  in  agreement  with  the  change  of  the  
hydrogen  bonding  strength.  For  example,  an  increase  is  found  for  
the   negative  charge  on   the  oxygen  atom  of   the   aldehyde  group  
and   the   positive   charge   on   the   hydrogen   atom   of   the   hydroxyl  
group  in  3-­NH2-­MDA.  However,  the  corresponding  hydrogen  bond  
is   weakened.  When   the   hydrogen   atoms   in   C1-­H   and   C3-­H   are  
replaced  by  NO2  and  NH2,  respectively,  both  the  negative  charge  
on   the   oxygen   atom   of   the   aldehyde   group   and   the   positive  
charge  on  the  hydrogen  atom  of   the  hydroxyl  group  will   increase  
with   respect   to   those   in   1-­NO2-­MDA.   However,   the   hydrogen  
bond   is   weaker   in   1-­NO2-­3-­NH2-­MDA   than   in   1-­NO2-­MDA.  
Consequently,  we   think   that   the  substituent  effect   in  MDA   is  not  
mainly  realized  through  electrostatic  interaction.    
As   indicated   in   Figure   4,  when   a   benzene   ring   is   fused  with  
MDA,   both   the   negative   charge   on   the   oxygen   atom   of   the  
aldehyde  group  and  the  positive  charge  on  the  hydrogen  atom  of  
the   hydroxyl   group   decrease   due   to   the   delocalization   of   the  
benzene  ring.  Its  effect  is  similar  to  NO2  in  3-­NO2-­MDA,  resulting  
in  a  weakening  of  the  H-­bond,  as  noted  in  the  last  row  of  Table  2.  
Based   on   the   second-­order   perturbation   energies   listed   in  
Table  2,  it  is  interesting  to  compare  the  effect  of  substituents  and  
additional   tetrel   bonds   on   the   strength   of   the   intramolecular   H-­
bond   in  MDA.  When  F2CO   is   added   to   the  hydroxyl  O   atom,   its  
effect  is  equivalent  to  that  of  NO2  in  C2,  while  it  exhibits  the  similar  
effect  to  the  NH2  in  C2  if  it  binds  with  the  carbonyl  O  atom.  The  π-­
π   tetrel   bond   in   TB-­C-­c   and   TB-­Si-­C   leads   to   the   similar  
enhancement  for  the  intramolecular  H-­bond  with  3-­NH2-­MDA  and  
1-­NO2-­MDA,   respectively.   The   second-­order   perturbation  
energies  in  TB-­Si-­a-­1  and  TB-­Si-­a-­2  have  a  prominent  decrease,  
providing   a   further   evidence   for   the   proton   transfer   in   both  
complexes.  
3.5.  CSD  research  
It  would  be  very   instructive  to  search  for  supporting  structural  
information   from   accurately   determined   molecular   structures  
deposited  in  the  CSD  (Cambridge  Structural  Database).  To  obtain  
experimental  evidence   for   the  π···π   interactions   between   two  C  
atoms,  we  performed  a  survey  of  the  CSD.  Based  on  the  van  der  
Waals  radius  of  C  (1.70  Å)[78]  and   its  covalent  radius  (0.75  Å)[79],  
the  criteria  for  the  intermolecular  distances  were  chosen  as  1.50-­
3.40  Å  for  C∙∙∙C  between  carbonyl  group  and  benzene  derivatives.  
More   than   300   relevant   structures   are   found   and   a   pair   of  
representative   crystal   structures   is   displayed   in   Figure   5.   An  
almost  perfectly  parallel  C∙∙∙C  π···π  interaction  is  formed  between  
two   molecules   in   LAWZIP   and   BELKEJ.   The   binding   distances  
are  3.196  and  3.195,  3.234  Å,   respectively.  This  shows   that   the  
C∙∙∙C  π···π  interaction  is  significant  for  stabilizing  and  maintaining  
crystal  structures.    
4.  Conclusions  
F2CO  and  F2SiO  both  contain  a  π-­hole,  a  positive  region  directly  
above  the  central  T  atom.  This  π-­hole  prefers  to  interact  with  the  
O  atoms  of  MDA,  particularly  the  carbonyl  O.  The  ensuing  π-­tetrel  
bond   is   much   stronger   for   F2SiO   than   for   its   C   counterpart,  
approaching   200   kJ/mol.   Electrostatic   interaction   plays   a   major  
role   in   this   interaction.  This   interaction   influences   the  strength  of  
MDA’s   intramolecular   H-­bond,   as   well   as   the   position   of   its  
bridging   proton.   In   fact,   the   tetrel   bond   can   even   induce   the  
proton   to   transfer   from   one   O   atom   of   MDA   to   the   other.   The  
F2TO  molecule  can  also  adopt  a  position  where  in  its  T  atom  lies  
directly  above  the  central  C  atom  of  MDA,  forming  a  π···π  tetrel  
bond.   Again,   this   sort   of   bond   is   also   much   stronger   for   F2SiO  
than  for  F2CO.  Whether  a  C···O  or  π···π  configuration,   the  tetrel  
bond  is  dominated  by  equal  contributions  from  electrostatics  and  
dispersion   for   F2CO,   but   dispersion   is   largely   absent   for   F2SiO  
where  polarization  is  the  major  secondary  contributor.  
Substituents  also  affect   the  strength  of  MDA’s   intramolecular  
hydrogen  bond,  related  to  both  the  nature  of   the  substituent  and  
its  position.  Both  an  electron  withdrawing  (NO2)  and  an  electron-­
donating  group  (NH2)  strengthen  the  H-­bond  when  adjacent  to  the  
hydroxyl  group,  while  placement  near  the  carbonyl  group  has  the  
opposite   effect.   The   former   enhancing   effect   is   more   prominent  
for   NH2,   while   the   latter   weakening   is   greater   for   NO2.   When  
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substitution   occurs   at   the  middle   carbon   atom,  NO2   strengthens  
the  bond  while  NH2  weakens  it.    
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Table  1.  Electrostatic  (Eele),  exchange  (Eex),  repulsion  (Erep),  polarization  (Epol),  and  dispersion  (Edisp)  energies.  All  are  in  kJ/mol.  
Complexes   Eele   Eex   Erep   Epol   Edisp  
TB-­C-­a-­1   -­29.6   -­34.1   61.0   -­6.5   -­7.9  
TB-­C-­b-­1   -­43.7   -­50.7   91.7   -­11.45   -­7.4  
TB-­C-­a-­2   -­20.3   -­25.6   46.4   -­4.6   -­8.4  
TB-­C-­b-­2   -­31.3   -­36.5   66.5   -­7.6   -­7.5  
TB-­C-­c   -­16.8   -­35.2   63.5   -­4.56   -­17.3  
BZ-­C-­a   -­16.3   -­41.2   71.8   -­5.1   -­23.6  
BZ-­C-­b   -­18.0   -­37.1   65.7   -­4.1   -­20.6  
      
TB-­Si-­a-­1   -­391.3   -­396.8   825.5   -­282.2   49.2  
TB-­Si-­a-­2   -­348.9   -­350.5   739.6   -­266.2   46.7  
TB-­Si-­c   -­237.9   -­351.2   723.6   -­252.6   2.5  
BZ-­Si-­a   -­115.2   -­232.0   448.3   -­160.5   -­22.0  
BZ-­Si-­b   -­121.5   -­227.7   443.2   -­151.9   -­17.8  
 
 
Table  2.  Second-­Order  Perturbation  Energy  (E(2),  kJ/mol)  due  to  the  LpO→σ*O-­H  Orbital  Interaction.  
Molecules   E(2)   Molecules   E(2)  
MDA   148.9   -­-­-­   -­-­-­  
TB-­C-­a-­1   167.2   1-­NO2-­MDA   210.8  
TB-­C-­b-­1   136.3   2-­NO2-­MDA   162.6  
TB-­C-­a-­2   162.1   3-­NO2-­MDA   81.0  
TB-­C-­b-­2   130.1   1-­NH2-­MDA   392.1  
TB-­C-­c   147.5   2-­NH2-­MDA   137.5  
TB-­Si-­a-­1   62.1   3-­NH2-­MDA   144.1  
TB-­Si-­a-­2   62.8   1-­NO2-­3-­NH2-­MDA   209.3  








Figure 1 MEP maps of MDA and F2TO, Color ranges are: red, greater than 131.3; yellow, between 52.5 
and 0; green, between 0 and -52.5; blue, less than 52.5. All quantities are in kJ/mol.  
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Figure 2 Structures of MDA and its complexes with F2TO. Distances are in Å and interaction energies 
are in kJ/mol 
 
Figure 3 Structures of π-π tetrel-bonded complexes of benzene and F2TO. Distances are in Å and 




Figure 4 AIM diagrams of MDA and its derivatives. Electron densities are given in black numbers (au) 
and charges are in blue numbers (e) 
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Figure 5 Crystal structures with π···π interactions between two C atoms. Distances are in angstrom. 
 12 
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Both the hydroxyl and carbonyl groups of malonaldehyde (MDA) can form a π-tetrel bond with F2TO 
(T=C and Si). F2SiO engages in a much stronger π-tetrel bond than does F2CO, reaching up to nearly 200 
kJ/mol, and it can causes an intramoleclar proton transfer if it binds with the carbonyl group. A new sort 
of π-π tetrel bond occurs when the π-hole on the T atom of F2TO approaches the middle carbon atom of 
MDA from above.  
